Harmonic Healings
via
Light Language
Harmonic Healings via Light Language is a 4 Series Energy Experience.
Each Harmonic Healing will be focused on the Body, Mind, Spirit and Emotions.
Dealing with emotional energy is very draining and can begin to create minor to
major deficits throughout the entire Embodiments System, if left unattended.
Each Harmonic Healing Intonement will reach deep into the cellular makeup in
the assistance to help Heal, Reset and Repair impaired cells at the core-center
of the issue at hand.
Each Harmonic Healing mp4 Audio-Activation is approximately 25-40 minutes in
length, and will be sent via email upon registration.
Sometimes literal words can distract one from allowing the body to heal.
Listening to the Light Language Harmonic Healings allows the receiver to tune
in without the distractions of literal WORDS, therefore allowing the LightEnergy to move within freely without distractions, that can bring a deep
attentiveness to the issues, and can alter the physiology of the embodiment.
Harmonic Healings take on a vibrational resonance and healing frequency that
promotes wellness.
Everything living is in a state of vibrational harmonic resonance. The Universe
was created from frequency and Patterns of Perfection through Ebb and Flow,
and is an Ever-Expanding Energy Experience. Harmonic Healings provide
Synergistic Light Waves that can alter blockages and hardened cells within our
makeup, thus producing New pathways for New Light Energy to Enter within
and Heal . . . it’s all about the Frequency.

Being Open and Receptive to Receive is the Key. Pulsing the needed frequency
into an embodiments energy field, will also begin to tap into a divine blueprint,
so that when it is interconnected, the embodiment can be brought back into
Harmony and in a State of Bliss.

Mary Martin
Guided Hands offers Energy Experiences to assist
in Spiritual Activation's, while Awakening the
Embodiment’s System during the Accessional
Process.
As a Minister, Messenger, Medium, Mentor, Mediator, Muse and
Modern-Day Mystic, Mary helps people connect to their Spiritual
Embodiment, through their Akashic Records, Activation's, Karmic
Balancing, Attunement's, Clearings, Healings, and Blessings by Teaching
and Assisting one to raise and maintain their own vibrational frequency.
As a Humanitarian and Spiritual Teacher, she has dedicated her life and
abilities to helping people Worldwide and is committed in these services
through travels, healings, messages, teachings and charitable offerings
as a Mother of Many.

